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SEED-
TIME

73 experienced farmer
has learned that some
grains require far differ
ent soil than others I

some crops need differ I

enthandling than others I

He knows that a great
deal depends upon right
planting at the right
time and that the soil
must be kept enriched-
No use of complaining-
in summer about a mis
take made in the spring
Decide before the seed
is planted

tJie best time to reme
dy wasting conditions in
the human body is be
fore the evil is too deep
rooted At the first

of loss of flesh L

Scotts Emulsion I

should be taken imme
diately There is noth
ing that will repair
wasted tissue more
quickly or replace lost
flesh more abundantly-
than Scotts Emulsion-
It nourishes and builds
up the body when ordi
nary foods absolutely-
fail

We loin a sample free

Be sure that this
picture in the form
of a label is on the
wrapper of
bottle Emulsion
you buy
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always in demand at stiff prices for
cash is her record

More and more the old hen ts
accepted for what she is really

worth and treated accordingly as is
shown by the enormous amount ol
money she produced in 1905

The farm flocks are growing larger
and the hopeful sign is that they are
growing better because the
farmer is no scrub himself and does
not care to have scrubs around him

He wants all of his stock of a bet
ter quality and while he has been
somewhat slow about giving the hen
the attention that she deserves his
wife has been steadily at worK and at
last she has convinced him by that
greatest of all arguments profit that
the old hen is not to be sneezed at
and he has stopped sneezing and is
at work helping his wife to realize her
expectations

While we are trying to he fair with
each other it may be well to be fair
also with the old hen It is easy to
find fault with her and thoughtless
people say she is not worth her
keep The wonder is she makes as
good a showing as she floes consider-
ing the kind of keep she gets at
some peoples hands A tree to roost
in and nothing much to eat but what
she scratches for is not conducive to
best results in the poultry business

Try roosting in a tree a few nights
yourself right now and see if you are
able to do your best work as a result
thereof Dont expect results from an
old hen that you couldnt produce
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yourself under like circumstances
You need care to do your best work
and so does Biddy

j Just tote fair am she will pay you
back an hundred fold

Every year a large number of in
telligent farmers appreciating the
value to be derived from pure bred
poultry are going more extensively-
into the business-

In transforming a flock of scrubs
into choice stock breeding up as It
has been called lots of valuable time
is often wasted The best way is to
start right

Dispose of your dung hills get a
pen or two of whatever breed you
like best hatch every egg they lay
and you will soon have a flock which
will delight your eyes and put that
bulge on your pocketbook which we

all so much desire-
A few years ago when the incubator

factories were springing up all over
the country we often heard the dole
ful prediction that so many chickens
would be hatched that the business
would be overdone and prices drop
below a prolitable point What are
the facts Prices of eggs and chickens
were never so high as they are today
and if the prices are to keep going up
in proportion to the quality produced
in future a they have in the past
chickens and eggs will soon cease to
be a part of the poor mans bill of
fare and will be found only on the
tables of millionaires lIen products
will always be in demand at high
prices for cash until the lay when
Gabriel blows his last trumpet
The farmer who desires to secure

the largest possible profit from his
poultry yard will not bother with a
dozen different varieties One breed-
on a farm is enough By following-
this plan the strain may be kept pure
with less trouble and much better

secured than when a number of
varieties are kept What breed to
keep is a matter of taste with the in-

dividual but any of the American or
Asiatic breeds will be found highly
profitable and satisfactory-

We presume that today the Barred
Plymouth Hocks lead all others in
popularity and doubtless they will

their supremacy for all time
owing to their many excellent quali-
fications

Economies in Handling Manure
There is no doubt that it is cheaper-

in many ways to use commercial fer
tilizers than stable manure But it is
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not true economy not to do the best
you can with all the stable manure
that you can make The American
Agriculturist prints an article showing
the results of some experiments in
Ohio We have no doubt that it would
be profitable to do the same in this
state

About ten million tons of manure
is produced in Ohio each winter Most
of this goes into open barnyards
where it lies from three to nine
months before being taken to the

fields After making full allowance
for the mall portion taken directly
front the stable to the field there can
be no reasonable doubt that the differ
once between the potential crop

value of this manure and the
value actually realized amounts to
more than 15000000 annually Such-
is the conclusion deduced from a series-
of experiments conducted at the Ohio
experiment station The points these
experiments covered were 7 losses
which occur when manure is exposed-
to the weather in open yards 2 the
possibility of reducing losses due to
escape of ammonia 3 effect of re-
inforcing manure with phosphatic
materials 4 possibility of increasing-
the availability of crude phosphate
rock floats by composting with ma-
nure

The yard manure used was from
dairy cattle thrown into an open barn-
yard daily during fall and winter In
the spring parcels of this manure were
dusted at the rate of 40 pounds per
ton with the materials named and
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after lying a few weeks applied to
clover sod and plowed under for corn
at the rate of eight tons per acre

The stall manure was accummulated
under cattle fed in box stalls the
manure being trampled under foot
with liberal bedding This manure
was taken out treated and finally

to corn at the same time and in
the same manner and rate per acre as
the yard manure If there was any
difference in the quality of food from
which the manure was produced it
was in favor of the yard manure

In the experiments begun in 1897
corn was followed by wheat and
wheat by clover in a threeyear rota
tion without further manuring or fer
tilizing Three sections of land were
under experiment so that each crop is
represented each season The aver-
age increase and value for each of the
three crops corn wheat and hay for
the eight years ending with 1904 was
computed as follows Corn 50 cents-
a bushel wheat 1 corn stover 3 a
ton straw 2 and hay 8

Both yard and stall manure were
applied in each case to duplicate
110acre plot of uniform land lying
side by side and lying between and ad-
joining similar plots which received
neither manure nor fertilizers but
which had the benefit of the clover
crop which was grown every third
season The increase for manure is
found by comparing the yields of the
manured plots with those of the un
manured plots between which they
lie The average yields of the un
manured plots for the entire period
were 345 bushels corn per acre 89
bushels wheat and 1078 pounds clover
hay During three of the seasons the
wheat crop was severely injured by
Hessian fly and winter killing-

In every case stall manure produced-
a much larger increase of crop than
the similarly treated yard manure
The difference however is undoubt-
edly much smaller than actually ex-

isted between the two kings of
manure for during its four or five
months exposure in the open yard not
only did it lose much of the more sol
uble and therefore more valuable
parts by washing but the manure it-

self undoubtedly suffered a consider-
able shrinkage in bulk In other
words after a ton of stall manure has
lain several months in an open barn-
yard it will not weigh a ton Farm-
ers are familiar with the ease with
which potash is washed out of wood
ashes The potash of manure is un
doubtedly quite as easily washed
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The considerable increase produced

by kainit and gypsum indicates that
these materials are very useful and
their effect is probably to prevent the
waste of ammonia as that is the only
effect which it would seem possible-
to ascribe to them in common The
substitution of phosphates for the
kainit and gypsum produced a large
additional increase of crop and it

that these phosphates probably
serve the same purpose as the kainit
and gypsum in preventing loss of am
monia and also reinforce the manure
with needed phosphorus While
neither the total nor the net increase
from floats is yet as large as that
from acid phosphate it is evident that
a beneficial effect was produced by
the manure on the availability of the
phosphoric acid in the floats Under
the limitations of this test it has only
been possible to incorporate the ma-
terials with the manure a few weeks
before the latter was applied to the
crop It seems reasonable to believe
that the effectiveness of the floats
would be increased by using this daily-
in the stables and thus incorporating
it with the manure several months be
fore application The station is there-
fore using floats for this purpose in
preference to acid phosphate

Japanese Wasabi
The following item is from the

Country Gentleman-
The Department of Agriculture is

trying to introduce wasabi the Japan-
ese horseradish into the United States
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Dr E H Armstrongs
NEUROLOGICAL INSTITUTE

11 Laura St Jacksonville Fla

All eye troubles chronic and

nervous diseases overcome with

out drugs or operations

Departments of Neurology Osteopathy
Vibratory Treatment and Ophthalmology-
Eyes examined and glasses fitted Write
for particulars

Combination
and Golden Lad

For sale 9 cows 9 heifers 21 bulls
S K NIVEN Landenberff Pa

FOR SALESi-

x hundred and thirty acres of
land near Cotton Plant part of
which is rich hammock part
cleared and fenced and has been
cultivated in truck crops during
the past year This land will be
sold at a bargain if sale can be
made before January I

Price and particulars on appli
cation

E O PainterDE-
LAND FLA

Blood bone and Shells

FOR POULTRYF-
or 350 we will ship by freight prepaid to

any railroad station in Florida
100 pounds crushed Oyster Shells 75

50 pounds Coarse Raw Bone 125
50 pounds pure Dried Blood 150

200 350
The above are three essentials for profitable

poultry raising Address

0 PAINTER FERTILIZER CO

Jacksonville Fla
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i RHODES DOUBLE OUT
1 bothPBUHIHO SHEAR

I B not bruise
the bark

PAT We pr Ex
press chattel

Write for

RHODES MFG CO

425 West St MICH

It is not white like ordinary horse
radish but is a delicate shade of green
In Japan it is grated and served with
raw fish and forms a most important
part of the meal It has a fresh sharp
ness unknown to that grown in this
country Its cultivation is carried on
by men whose fathers and grandfa-
thers raised it in the same localities-
It grows best where the soil is fed by
underground springs in just such a
place as ferns grow The best crops
are shaded by small trees Moisture-
is essential and the borders of a
mountain brook or a bit of springy
meadow in the hills would form suit-
able tracts to cultivate wasabi Wasa
bi plants are allowed to grow two
years when their roots are large
enough to be dug The roots are
generally grated and served as horse-
radish is in the United States but
they are sometimes pickled with saki
vinegar The fresh leaves are used
for remaking pepper sauce by putting
them into a bottle pouring boiling wa-
ter over them and allowing them to
stand several hours
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